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Introduction/SITEX activities: literature review, Topical Day, report
The Deep Borehole Repository (DBR): concept and previous studies
Pros & cons of DBR on the following topics:
1. Site selection
2. Waste isolation & long-term safety
3. Construction
4. Operational safety
5. Closure
6. Retrievability
7. Flexibility and speed of implementation
8. Environmental footprint, dispatched disposal
9. Costs
10. Safety demonstration and required R&D
11. Waste inventory
19th May 2022
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« Enhance and foster cooperation at international level in order to achieve a high
quality expertise function, independent from organizations responsible for the
implementation of waste management programmes, aiming at supporting the
Nuclear Regulatory Authorities, as well as the Civil Society, in the field of
safety of radioactive waste management »

Since January 2018
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2012-2013

SITEX-II
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2015-2017
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Test the practical
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interactions

Needs and missions
of the expertise
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future
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R&D
related
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Safety
Review
related
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Training &
Tutoring

Interaction
with civil
society
groups

16 members, 12 countries
+EU ONGs
TSOs, NRAs, CSO

https://www.sitex.network

Introduction
- SITEX approach

IRSN Report/2019-00318
International panorama of research on alternatives
to geological disposal of HLW & IL-LLW

 investigate the main outcomes from other borehole disposal
concepts (historical and for other waste types): IRSN review
 provide a SITEX overview of the
literature on DBR concept to
‒ Answer our/your questions
‒ help each of us identifying the
strengths and weaknesses of DBR
concept regarding the following
topics…

 Debate in the 25th Nov. 2020
Topical Day workshop

19th May 2022

Safety of DBR
Answers to social concerns
R&D needs
Regulatory needs

 Reviews+discussions in a SITEX Report  draft version @ https://www.sitex.network/
deep-bore-hole-repositoryEURAD Lunch & Learn
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for-high-level-waste-report/

Introduction
- SITEX literature overview
 Collection of studies and articles  62 papers
 Not exhaustive, but representation of the diversity of contents

 1st sorting by relevance:
- Out of scope or of poor interest
- Interest for “historical review” of borehole disposal ≈ 26 papers  IRSN report
- Relevant for this study (DBR) ≈ 25 papers

 Relevant paper reviewed by SITEX
- Same form for all reviewers
- Various kinds of RWM actors (FANC, GI-BAS, IRSN, EIMV, NTW, PSI)

  Synthesis of the papers presented at SITEX 2020 Topical Day

19th May 2022
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Introduction
- SITEX Topical Day 2020
 49 registered participants:
 A large variety of different RWM actors - WMOs, regulators (safety authorities,
ministries), TSOs, research entities, CSOs (local communities, nat./intern.
organisations)
 19 countries with various types and amounts of RW - Switzerland, Hungary, UK,
Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany, France, Slovenia, Czech Republic, Netherlands,
Spain, Taiwan ROC, Russia, Sweden, Canada, USA, Finland, Austria, Denmark

 Two inputs:
- external keynote by Klaus-Jürgen Röhlig, TU Clausthal
- Literature review made by SITEX.Network

 discussions
- 5 small groups
- each with 8-9 members, various types of actors (CS, TSO, NRA, WMO, RE)
 pros and cons of such a concept (notably with regards to a mine-type repository)
19th May 2022
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(cf. IRSN Report)

Borehole disposal: concepts studied in the past
- Rock melting: Embedding of exothermic waste (vitrified HLW, SF) in a
vitreous gangue resulting from melting of host rock
 granite: dissipates little heat and “low” melting temperature (~900°C)
 favoured at great depths (increasing t°)

Gibb, 2003

Granite melt
« Rock welding » for DBR seals
Yang et al., 2018 - Sandia Lab (US)
Deep Self Burial
Logan, 1974

19th May 2022
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(cf. IRSN Report)

Borehole disposal: concepts studied in the past
- Rock melting: Embedding of exothermic waste (vitrified HLW, SF) in a
vitreous gangue resulting from melting of host rock
 granite: dissipates little heat and “low” melting temperature (~900°C)
 favoured at great depths (increasing t°)

- Injection of liquid waste directly into the rock
 Host rock chosen for its injection capability (porosity)
 Site hydrogeological characteristics that limit horizontal and vertical transfers
United States, 1959-79
Oak Ridge National Lab. (Tennessee), ~ 7 500 m3 waste injected (cement
mortar) in schists @~300 m depth
USSR/Russia, since 1962
-Dimitrovgrad: limestones & siltstones @ 1400 m depth
-Tomsk-7 ( « Sversk »): porous siltstones under clay cover down to 400 m
-Krasnoïarsk-26 (« Severny »): 8 boreholes IL-HLW, 4 boreholes LLW

19th May 2022
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(cf. IRSN Report)

Borehole disposal: concepts studied in the past
- Rock melting: Embedding of exothermic waste (vitrified HLW, SF) in a
vitreous gangue resulting from melting of host rock
 granite: dissipates little heat and “low” melting temperature (~900°C)
 favoured at great depths (increasing t°)

- Injection of liquid waste directly into the rock
 Host rock chosen for its injection capability (porosity)
 Site hydrogeological characteristics that limit horizontal and vertical transfers

- Stacking of solid waste packages in a borehole
 at a depth that depends in particular on its nature:
• IAEA SSG-1 guide for disposal of SRS in borehole>30m, 2009

 then the borehole is sealed
 Many projects

19th May 2022

Ghana, Borehole Disposal System (BDS)
Indonesia, Borehole Disposal (BHD)
Cyprus, B. Disposal of Sealed Sources (BOSS)
Malaysia…
Deep Borehole Repository - Midi-net SEDRE – 18 février 2022
EURAD Lunch & Learn
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Deep Borehole Repository design
- DBR overall reference design
 US. NAS 1957 concept: a borehole of ≈5 km depth reaching
crystalline basement, in which waste packages would be
emplaced in the ≈2 km lower section, and then sealed above…
- Alternatives:
• sedimentary host rock (Ge)
• horizontal disposal after a vertical drillhole (US)

Muller et al., 2019

 Safety concept = mono- or multibarrier?
- based almost entirely on containment in the natural geological barrier
 zero release of RN by groundwater for ≈ 1 Ma
Deep waters = brines
 denses, low hydraulic gradient, anoxic, reducing…

Freeze & MacKinnon
19th May 2022

- Alternatives:
• multiple engineered barriers
• role of seal material in post-closure safety (heat phase…)
• Several geological layers ≈ multiple natural barriers
EURAD Lunch & Learn

Bracke et al. 2019
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Deep Borehole Repository design
- Construction and waste emplacement
 Drillhole with a telescoping design
- casing in carbon steel (to protect groundwater and facilitate emplacement),
emplaced and cemented after drilling of each section
- Option: cement between casing & drillhole wall (), to stabilize the casing

Odén 2013

 Solid waste with packaging
- RW put in corrosion-resistant alloy canisters
- must withstand the bottom hole hydrostatic pressure and stacking loads from
packages emplaced over
- Options
• backfill within the canister (suitable material against mechanical damage,
increase thermal conductivity, include boron to absorb neutrons, etc.)
• installing plugs in the borehole to bear the weight of additional packages

 Various methods for waste packages emplacement

- in an fluid to counteract stresses &
• strings or stacks in a conveyance casing
hydrostatic pressure (e.g. oil & bentonite) on drill pipe
• one or a few at a time on coiled tubing
- Remote from surface
or an electric wireline
• dropping one at a time for free fall

19th May 2022
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Deep Borehole Repository site criteria
- Preliminary selection guideline
 plutonic rocks, large felsic igneous intrusive rocks

• more homogeneous and fewer pathways than metamorphic rocks or volcanic igneous units

 depth to crystalline basement <2,000 m

• unconsolidated sediments not suitable (earthquake effects)

 Avoid basement structural complexity

• drilling difficulties and unfavourable hydrogeological characteristics to waste isolation

 Favour sites with low topographic relief
• extremely low groundwater flow rates

 Small differential in horizontal stress at depth
• limits borehole breakouts

 Small tectonic uplift

• increased risk of seismicity, volcanism, and active faulting

 Minimal faulting or evidence of volcanic activity
 Low vertical temperature gradients

Lee & Haimson 1993

• reduce vertical flow and instabilities

 Reduced temperature conditions

• reduce difficulties in drilling and waste emplacement operations

 Avoid sites with mineral resources or with significant geothermal heat flux
• reduce likelihood of inadvertent human intrusion

19th May 2022
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Results of SITEX literature review and Topical Day’s discussions
Ex of contradiction between site selection criteria:
1.Site selection
2. Long-term safety
3. Construction
4. Operational safety
5. Closure
6. Retrievability
7. Flexibility
8. Env. footprint
9. Costs
10.Required R&D
11.Waste inventory

Absence of mineral/geothermal resources… At 5km, t°
>160°C, fitting with high energy geothermy (>150°C)

Pros of DBR

Cons

Full of potential sites: much of the
continental crust is underlain at
appropriate depths by granitic basement
with low hydraulic conductivities

Not all sites are geologically suitable for
DBR. Lots of criteria + The depth at which
favourable conditions prevail varies
according to the geological setting,…

The plurality of potential sites decreases
Difficult to obtain data at so great depth:
the weight of the socioeconomic–political for each site, one must have good
aspects of the site selection and
information on a lot of specific site data
associated delays
/!\ unexpected rare natural resources at great depth!
Ex : Li deposit exactly in deep brines (Qaidam basin in China, Siberian platform)

DBR could be decentralized to achieve a
greater degree of geographic and political
equity
19th May 2022

Dispersion of boreholes in several sites
implies several siting processes  higher
likelihood of obstruction (from CS or SA)
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Results of SITEX literature review and Topical Day’s discussions
2.Waste isolation, long-term safety (1/2)
1. Site selection

3. Construction
4. Operational safety
5. Closure
6. Retrievability
7. Flexibility
8. Env. footprint
9. Costs
10.Required R&D
11.Waste inventory

Pros of DBR

Cons

Important depth of DBR =
 fine for isolation, would much reduce
the likelihood of intrusion
 of benefit in terms of non-proliferation

Increasing the depth to prevent the
release of RN and their access to the
biosphere is not guaranteed: one should
demonstrate that no short cut exists

The presence of dense, saline and
Verification that no shortcut exists
reducing brines at depth provides a
appears tricky at great depth
barrier to the upward movement of water Difficult to see fractures 5 km down

Deep waters= brackish (>1g/L TDS), salines
(>10g/L TDS) or even brines (>35g/L TDS):
- Former see waters (primary brines)
- Natural dissolution of evaporites in
sedimentary basin (secondary brines)
- evaporation of contained aquifers
- Far from meteoretical fresh waters
19th May 2022

The deep waters are generally saline, but
the salinity varies in a non-regular fashion
 site specific
/!\ complexity of the thermo-haline process
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Results of SITEX literature review and Topical Day’s discussions
2.Waste isolation, long-term safety (1/2)
1. Site selection

3. Construction
4. Operational safety
5. Closure
6. Retrievability
7. Flexibility
8. Env. footprint
9. Costs
10.Required R&D
11.Waste inventory

19th May 2022

Pros of DBR
The reducing and oxygen-poor conditions
at depth (and absence of ventilation)
keep most of the RN in their lower
valence states  decreases their
solubility and stabilises the more strongly
adsorbed forms of the RN

Cons
In DBR concept, geology is
the (almost) only barrier,
while its favourable role
integrity cannot be well
verified due to the depth

The great depth of burial, safety and
availability of technically suitable sites for
DBR could facilitate public and political
acceptance

In the DBR concept, it is more difficult to
demonstrate that the safety functions
work. Due to the depth, we can’t rely on
lot of data but more on modelling

At such depth, you don’t have to account
for the transients phenomena (hydraulic,
heat and gas evolution)
+ Not boiling due to hydrostatic pressure

Upward flows due to thermal heat pulse!
Gas (H2 form corrosion…) may also
damage the host rock

EURAD Lunch & Learn
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1. Site selection
2. Long-term safety

Results of SITEX literature review and Topical Day’s discussions
3.Construction
4. Operational safety
Pros of DBR
5. Closure
6. Retrievability
All the necessary tools and methods are
7. Flexibility
common in the oil & gas and geothermal
8. Env. footprint
industries (built using conventional materials
9. Costs
and construction practice)
10.Required R&D
11.Waste inventory High depth  Waste packages could be

emplaced without the need for any
additional engineered barriers (overpacks
and buffer)

Cons
There are significant limits on the maximum
diameter that a borehole can be drilled in
hard rock to depths of about 4 km

Max diameters at such depths are ~40-50 cm
 Small annulus limits possibility for thick,
low-permeability buffer around the canister
 requires small package size
Need to continuously clean the cuttings from
the borehole
Need to maintain the borehole stability due
to stresses and hydrostatic pressure

19th May 2022
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1. Site selection
2. Long-term safety
3. Construction

Results of SITEX literature review and Topical Day’s discussions
4.Operational safety (1/2)
5. Closure
6. Retrievability
7. Flexibility
8. Env. footprint
9. Costs
10.Required R&D
11.Waste inventory

Pros of DBR

Cons

There is no need of workers underground
- No radiation protection and security
issues
- Human activities underground
considerably affects the near-field

Seeing the installation helps to give confidence
No experience feedback on remote handling
waste in a deep borehole; it requires leadingedge technologies
Risk that a canister break or get blocked in the
borehole
 difficult handle; uninsured waste isolation
 lot of pressure on the workers to retrieve
the package
Waste emplacement done in a fluid
Waste packages must withstand hydrostatic
pressure and stacking loads from other packages

19th May 2022
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1. Site selection
2. Long-term safety
3. Construction

Results of SITEX literature review and Topical Day’s discussions
4.Operational safety (2/2)
5. Closure
6. Retrievability
7. Flexibility
8. Env. footprint
9. Costs
10.Required R&D
11.Waste inventory

Pros of DBR

Cons

Depth reduces the number of risks to be
evaluated, notably seismicity

DBR operational safety is a big challenge
insufficiently addressed yet
Difficulty to monitor in a deep, aggressive
and cramped environment: it would be
nearly impossible to ensure that everything
is done as planned in the DBR

A small-diameter access hole reduces the
hydrological, chemical and mechanical
perturbation of the host rock

19th May 2022

Rock damage due to drilling and breakout
due to stress at great depth may also induce
transport paths along the boreholes
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Site selection
Long-term safety
Construction
Results
Operational safety

of SITEX literature review and Topical Day’s discussions

5.Closure
6. Retrievability
7. Flexibility
8. Env. footprint
9. Costs
10.Required R&D
11.Waste inventory

Pros of DBR

Cons

No matter the transients phenomena at
great depth

Seals must withstand high hydrostatic
pressures, high temperatures, high
groundwater salinities

Sealing becomes lest important for safety
at such high depths

Difficult to achieve a good borehole
sealing
Seal emplacement seems even more
challenging at great depths
Efficacy and duration of borehole seals?
The seals should at least outlast the
thermal pulse (at least 1,000s y)

19th May 2022
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Site selection
Long-term safety
Construction
Operational safety
Results
Closure

of SITEX literature review and Topical Day’s discussions

6.Retrievability
7. Flexibility
8. Env. footprint
9. Costs
10.Required R&D
11.Waste inventory

Pros of DBR

Cons

Incompatibility of DBR with the concept of
retrievability  advantage to struggle against
malevolence and risk of proliferation

Requirement of retrievability of waste
packages (including post-incident
recovery) from several countries could be
a problem

Retrievability requirements can be changed…
The regulations include technical and societal
agreements about what is important and
what needs to be fulfilled, in case of any
disposal option
Retrieval is a future possibility if the correct
canisters are designed
The reducing and oxygen-poor conditions at
depth slow down the degradation of SF
19th May 2022

Retrievability is unmanageable nowadays
at several km depth, especially for metal
liners and containers in such harsh
environment (i.e. high temperature,
brine…)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Site selection
Long-term safety
Construction
Operational safety
Closure
Results
Retrievability

of SITEX literature review and Topical Day’s discussions
7.Flexibility and speed of implementation
8. Env. footprint
9. Costs
10.Required R&D
11.Waste inventory

19th May 2022

Pros of DBR

Cons

Drilling close to each power plant, so that the
waste can be disposed of continuously
(‘pay as you go’ scheme)
Eliminates transport issues

It is unlikely that disposal boreholes can be colocated at every RW generating site (depends
on the site characteristics)

Short implementation and closure (few years)

Fast implementation encourages the
possibility to forget the waste because it
would have less engraved memories than a 1
century-long industrial project

DBR will be forgotten : it is a chance face to
the risk of proliferation

We can be less « careful » with DBR: no need
to maintain. No attention is expected in terms
of monitoring to verify that it runs as
expected (several negative experiences exist)

EURAD Lunch & Learn
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Long-term safety
Construction
Operational safety
Closure
Retrievability
Results of SITEX
Flexibility and speed of implementation

literature review and Topical Day’s discussions
8.Environmental footprint, centralised vs. dispatched disposal
9. Costs
10.Required R&D
11.Waste inventory

19th May 2022

Pros of DBR

Cons

Absence of infrastructure building,
nothing on the surface
 possibility for a broader acceptance
from the public and political point of view

In case of large amount of waste (lot of
boreholes in a same site), several nuclear
buildings will be necessary at surface as
any disposal facility (waste packaging unit,
remote handling, effluent treatment…)

Footprint could be theoretically smaller
because from one point you can drill into
different directions (like a fan-out)

Developing the infrastructure for each
DBR (building the roads, etc.) can imply a
very significant footprint compared to 1
National centralised repository

DBR can be a plan B

Having a lot of (DBR) facilities multiplies
the risk that some fail

EURAD Lunch & Learn
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Construction
Operational safety
Closure
Retrievability
Flexibility
Results
Env. footprint

of SITEX literature review and Topical Day’s discussions

9.Costs
10.Required R&D
11.Waste inventory

Pros of DBR

Cons

Costs attractiveness of implementation:
small excavation volume, no interim
storage, 1-y implementation  less
operational costs, safety rules, etc.

It is only theoretical because of its
premise status and the R&D
requirements. Omission of certain costs

If there is a shift toward DBR, drilling costs If there are multiple boreholes, logistics is
could go down
going to be significantly more
complicated (e.g. transports).
Costs could depend on how much of the
whole country waste is put down in holes

Investigating an alternative such as DBR
and invest money may be a confidence
factor

19th May 2022
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Operational safety
Closure
Retrievability
Flexibility
Env. footprint
Results
Costs

of SITEX literature review and Topical Day’s discussions
10.Safety demonstration and required R&D
11.Waste inventory

Pros of DBR

Cons

For some participants, the safety case
seems reliable at it stands today

The assessment of others indicated a needed
feasibility demonstration, illustrating a very
theoretical concept

The reference design seems simple,
easy to understand

A lot of technical issues and R&D needs, a
lack of proven technology
Even, the question is whether or not this can
be overcome with R&D
risk to shift the waste disposal even further
to future generations

Ex R&D : site characterization and its long-term evolution
- deep salty groundwater properties (age, hydrogeology
and geochemistry, variation with depth, driving forces…
- Long-term evolution of brines with glaciations, tectonics…
- How to characterize at 5km depth? 3D sedimentary and
structural model, hydraulic properties (rocks, faults)
- Evolution accounting for THM transients

19th May 2022

Required research and funding.
Restarting from the beginning may be of poor
interest for the stakeholders and difficult to
argue to the public after having supported
another programme for a long time
EURAD Lunch & Learn
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5. Closure
6. Retrievability
7. Flexibility
8. Env. footprint
9. Costs
10.Required R&D

Results of SITEX literature review and Topical Day’s discussions
For a Ø 43cm borehole and 2km disposal
11.Waste inventory
area (400 SF assemblies/borehole)  700 950 DBR for disposing all the American SF

Pros of DBR, compared to DGR

Cons

DBR could be interesting for LAP, for countries
that do not have spent time and funds to
develop other concepts and having experience
to spare

Some LAP cannot take care of the waste by
themselves, in particular if much R&D is still
required for DBR. Shared solutions with MAP
(such as multinational disposals) could also be
envisioned

Arnold et al., 2011

More convenient for small inventories (nonDBR concept could make difficult the large
nuclear countries) requiring only one borehole volumes of waste disposal
For countries having SF, it may require to
disassemble fuel elements
Speed of the implementation of the DBR could Such speed is risky if it not completely settled
be a chance if it is decided to get rid of the
whether some waste can be recycled or even
plutonium
transmuted in the future
19th May 2022
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Additional comments
‒ DBR is “geological disposal” concept; all the depths are available,
from 500 m to 5 km. Depending on the site, it may be not necessary
to go at 5 km depth
‒ There are many “hybrid” options wit other concepts, like the concept
of one vertical borehole connected at depth to several boreholes
hosting horizontal disposal zones, or a mined repository with
disposal boreholes drilled from the galleries…
‒ DBR option could be better for some categories of waste and for
small inventories

19th May 2022
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Thanks to all the SITEX contributors to the
literature review
Thank you for your attention

Comments? Questions?

19th May 2022
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Extra slides

19th May 2022
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• Typical oil or gas well has an inner Ø 14-22 cm, rather Ø 24-26 for geothermy
• “No one has drilled 5 km large holes into solid rock”; should be smooth and straight
• Actually for several authors, limit is ≈ Ø 0.405m  increase to 0.48 - 0.66 – 0.90…
Deepest boreholes
Kola SG-3
Russia
KTB
Germany
Gravberg-1
Sweden
Soultz-sous-F. France
Basel-1
Switzerland
Lund DGE-1
Sweden

Longest boreholes
Sakhaline I
Russia
Al Shaheen
Qatar

R&D
R&D
Gas
Geothermy
Geothermy
Geothermy

1970-1989
1987-1994
1986-1987
1995-2003
2006
2002-2003

Depth (km)

Diameter (cm)

12.26
9.1
6.6
5.3
5
3,365

21.5
16.5
16.5
24.5
21.5
26

Length (km)

Gas
Oil

2017
2008

15.00
12.28
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